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The historic Zellerweg Am Schwarzen Herrgott site forms the border

between Rheinhessen and the Pfalz and is among the oldest officially

documented sites. It was mentioned by St. Philipp in his chronicles (roughly

700 AD) as a source for communion wine. At an elevation of 170 – 250

meters, the Zellerweg am Schwarzen Herrgott site and its roughly 40%

gradient mark the head of the Zellertal Basin. The border to the northern Pfalz

runs right through the middle of this historic site. In a time when identity was

being forgotten and origin relegated to nothingness, H.O. understood the

greatness inherent to this site: With a solid limestone substrate that runs

below the Frauenberg all the way to Mölsheim, the vineyard is characterized

by its inimitable microclimate. Situated on a steep cliff edge, it is protected

against excessive sunshine and rain. Since 2007, it has been classified as a

Große Lage and produces deep and powerful wines with a dark, saline

character. After a meticulous selection, the grapes are hand harvested, the

must is wild fermented and then gently vinified in Stück barrels. The

Zellerweg Am Schwarzen Herrgott shimmers in shades of pale straw and

features the darkest aromatics of any of our GGs. From dark fruit to dark

spice to sublime smoky accents wafting across the top, this is a wine closed

in its youth and requiring of a decanter. Taut in aromatic shape and with

notes of cocoa nibs and berry fruit, this terroir-driven wine reveals smoky

notes of tobacco, violet blossom, green tangerine, as well as blackcurrant

and blackberry leaves. The creamy texture on the first sip opens into a palate

of dark aromatics within a perfectly integrated pulsating acidity and pounding

bass. Tart aromas, tense and structured, challenging and relentlessly linear,

this is a liquid representation of the uncompromising austerity of the Zellertal. 

CAPACITY

0,75 L

ALCOHOL

12,5 % VOL.

ACIDITY

7,0 G/L

CLOSURE

CORK

SWEETNESS

3,0 G/L

GRAPE VARIETY

RIESLING

CONTAINER SIZE

LARGE

WOODEN

BARRELS

BIO

✓


